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Before we start



Badge
Badges, or equivalent rewards such as top-
contributor lists that are used to recognize a 

user’s contributions on a site, clearly 
appear to be valued by users who actively 

pursue and compete for them.



Related Works1



1.Perspective: 
 Individual contribution verses Contributor overall contribution

2.Participants:
 Fixed number verses endogenous entry

3.Interaction:
 With the site verses among users

Related Works

[Jain and Parkes 2008; Chen et al. 2009; Ghosh and McAfee 2011; Ghosh and 
Hummel 2011; Ghosh and McAfee 2012; Ghosh and Hummel 2012, 2013]                         

[Chawla et al. 2012]                         

[Anderson et al. 2013]



1.Tournaments:
 Incentivizing users to pay effort

2.Career choices:
 Jobs as contest for promotion – noise, indirect observation

Relating Works



Research Questions2



What incentives are created by 
mechanisms induced by an absolute 

standard that must be met to earn a badge, 
and what incentives are created by a 

relative standard

RQ1: Absolute & Relative



How exactly should competitive standards be 
specified: independent of actual contributors 

or fraction of the number of actual 
contributors? 

Given that participation is voluntary so that 
these are not equivalent quantities.

RQ2: How Relative?



What happens if users’ value from winning a 
badge depends on the scarcity of the badge? 

Do equilibria even exist in this setting where the 
value to winning a badge is determined 

endogenously by the number of other winners

RQ3: Absolute & Relative



Model
Definitions and Assumptions
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An Agent

Agents are indexed by their ability 
over an atomless probability 
distribution

- perfectly competitive framework

𝐴 ∈ [ a_, 𝑎] ⊂ ℜ
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An Agent

Agents are strategic.
Effort is costly. 

𝑁 ∈ (0, ∞)



An Agent
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Cost is an increasing function 
denoted as:

𝐶(𝑁)
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An Agent

-Ability independent output

-Ability dependent output

𝑋 = 𝑁

𝑋 = 𝐴𝑁
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An Agent, The System

- System a noisy observation

Where is a random noise drawn from 
a distribution with CDF.
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𝑌 = 𝑋𝜀
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- the value of the badge is:
- The probability an agent wins the 
badge given the effort        is denoted 
as: 
- The payoff:

𝑣

𝑁
𝑝𝑤𝑖𝑛

𝜋 = 𝑣𝑝𝑤𝑖𝑛 − 𝐶(𝑁)
Expected value of 

the badge
Cost of putting N 
amount of effort
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An Agent

Agents are rational. 
They are voluntary, a strategic 
choice,
s.t. agent will not participate when 

whereis the reservation value

𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑁𝜋(𝑁) < 𝜔
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The maximum amount of payoff



In other words, we can say that output constitutes of:
 

Some Math

𝑦 = 𝑛 + 𝑎 + 𝜀
Observed output of a user  is      effort          ability    and   noise
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Recall this three badges

Absolute standards 
mechanisms

Relative standards 
relative to fraction of 

actual contributor

Relative standards 
relative to fraction of 
potential contributor



M1. Absolute standard mechanisms:
 when ALL contributors are rewarded a badge when 
observed output        exceeds some set standard

M2. Relative standard mechanisms:           where 
       Note that since not all agents contribute,     can be:
        M2a. The fraction of actual contributor        . It rewards the top  

fraction of the contributors.
        M2b. The fraction of potential contributor        . It rewards a 
mass      of contributors.           

Mechanisms

ℳ𝛼

𝑌 𝛼
ℳ𝜌 𝜌 ∈ (0,1)

𝜌
ℳ𝑐

𝜌 𝜌

ℳ𝑝
𝜌

𝜌



Results
Incentives created by absolute standards

4.
1



Theorem 3.2



Theorem 3.2

THEOREM 3.2 
(1) Participants will make a decision: whether they will participate, and if so, how much effort 
(2) If the standard too easy to achieve, all agents will participate. Vice versa. 
(3) The maximum standard for a participant to attend and provide max effort is when the payoff of the 
agent’s matches his/her reservation function



Theorem 3.3 & 3.5



Theorem 3.3 & 3.5

THEOREM 3.3 & 3.5 
(1) If the task is too easy, the user would use less their his/her optimal effort. 

(2) If the task is too hard, since the user would not gain as much value as intended. The 
harder it gets, the less participants will attend 

(3) Thus, there exist an optimal set standard.



In short

Designers should be cautious about setting 
the optimal  standard when designing badges.



Results
Incentives created by relative standards

4.
2



Lemma 4.1, Theorem 4.2, 4.3
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Lemma 4.1, Theorem 4.2, 4.3

LEMMA 4.1, THEOREM 4.2, 4.3 
(1) If the fraction is non-zero for relative standards, there will always be 
participants. Recall that if the set standards were too high in the absolute case, no 
participants would attend. 

(2) For every absolute standard that have participants, there will be an identical 
ratio in the relative standards case that yields the same results. 
That is, you can always design a relative standard badge that matches identically 
with a absolute standard badge.



Lemma 4.4, 4.5



Lemma 4.4, 4.5

LEMMA 4.4, 4.5 

(1) If there is no fix fraction of potential participants, there is an interval of this fraction 
that does not yield an equilibrium. 

(2) If there is a fix fraction of potential participants, even though the strategies that 
contributors would take is mixed strategies, there is still an equilibrium.  

(3) The two different kind of relative standard mechanism behaves identical outside this 
“unstable fraction”



In short

Designers should prefer relative badge 
design, especially Top X model, when he/she 
is unsure of the optimal standard.



Results
Value depending on fraction of winners

4.3



Theorem 5.1, 5.2



Theorem 5.1

THEOREM 5.1, 5.2 
If the value of the badge depends on  the number of  badge winners, 
(1) Both          and         exists equilibria for all values of      and     .ℳ𝛼 ℳ𝜌 𝛼 𝜌



Lemma 5.3

LEMMA 5.3 
If the user does not know the total number of winners, 
(1) The more information you have, the less effort you require 
(2) Vice versa 
However, in most real word scenario, the more you know about the number of participants having a 
badge, the more information you have



In short

How the participants value the badge affects 
strongly with the final outcome



Thoughts
Value depending on fraction of winners
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Summary

1. Absolute standards

2. Relative standards

3. Value change on scarcity  



Critics

1. There is only one badge in this experiment. 
Badge-badge relationship? / number of badge

2. Noise capturing method.

3. Assuming everyone value of badge equally

4. Does not provide the way to calculate optimality of badge 
design
 



Critics

5. It seems like people often design absolute standard 
badges?
 



Facebook Badges



Airbnb Badge



Pokémon Badge



Reddit Badge



Related Works

1. Immorlica et.al “Social Status and Badge Design”
     - Optimal mechanism is a leaderboard with a cutoff
     - if status valuations are concave: coarse status partition
     - if status valuation are convex: partition user in status 
class
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Questions for discussion

1. What are other factors that can affect the incentives of 
badges for users?

2. Are game badges different from gamification badges?

3. Alternative badge designs
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